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President’s Club  

Singles Sailing Adventure ~ Indonesia 
July 14-21, 2018 

Eat Pray Love July 11-14 
 

Hoist the Sails, Climb the Mast, and Take a Turn at the Wheel … Get carried away 
in the fresh air and open seas.  We’re setting sail in just two weeks for this 
amazing vacation onboard the Star Clipper.  
 
Your personal and professional, STI Concierge, Vicki Parker is your key to a fun 
week and at your service throughout our 11-day adventure. Our journey is 
complemented by STI’s President of Fun & Adventure, Tammy Weiler. We invite 
you join us to create lasting memories together. 
 
Documents attached via separate email:  

 
ELECTRONIC CRUISE DOCUMENTS WITH IMPORTANT DETAILS 

HEALTH QUESTIONNAIRE 
SPORT LIABILITY FORM 

 
JUNE 28 - DEADLINE FOR SPA & BEACH DAY PASS – SEE PAGES 7 & 13 

 
We recommend that you print or favorite the .url for this document and take it 
along with you. It’s filled with detailed information about how to reach us at your 
final destination and emergency contacts should you need to reach us on route.  
 
Once in Bali (or onboard if not joining us in Bali), Vicki will provide our Weekly STI 
Program. 
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*SOCIALIZE* 
Update your STI Profile and Meet your Cruise Mates!   
Start meeting your fellow cruise mates and plan your cruise. Find out who’s 
arriving early for the pre-cruise and make new friends. To access the Who’s Going 
& Trip Chat, simply log in at www.singlestravelintl.com, select Indonesia in the 
“Destination” drop down on the home page, then “Learn More” once you see the 
Singles Sailing Adventure -Bali, Lombok & Komodo National Park – July 14-21, 
2018. Scroll down to each section. This is really cool! Try it now, so you know 
who’s who when you get to Bali! Update your profile so that we have your latest 
travel “wish list” and preferences.   Be sure to add your photo to make it more 
fun for your fellow travelers!   
 
Get Connected! 
“Like” and “Follow” us today so you’re ready to stay connected everywhere!   
  
#STISingles is not just a hashtag, it’s a real destination! Add #STISINGLES to any 
message, video or photo album post on Facebook to share your journey with your 
fellow travelers, friends at home and the STI Community! 
@singlestravelinternational links your posts back to our page as well.  Give it a 
try!     

STAY CONNECTED! SHARE PHOTOS AS WE GO: TAG #STISINGLES 
 

www.Facebook.com/SinglesTravelInternational  
www.twitter.com/stisingles 
www.Pinterest.com/SinglesTravel 
www.Instagram.com/SinglesTravel 
 
Welcome Meet & Greet in Bali - Wednesday, July 11, 6-7:00 p.m.  
Meet with your fellow travelers at Chess Beachfront Bar at Nusa Dua Beach 
Resort for optional drinks as we get to know each other better.  Follow us to enjoy 
a themed dinner show, dinner at 7:30, show at 8:00 p.m. (at own expense). 
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Welcome Aboard Party: Tropical Bar - Saturday, July 14, 4:00 – 5:30 p.m. 
Enjoy drinks and hors d’oeuvres (at own expense) aboard our unique home for 
the week, Star Clipper.  Toast to a new adventure and meet members who are 
just joining us today.  
 
STI Welcome Aboard Meeting: Piano Bar – Saturday, July 14, 5:00 p.m.  
– NEW ARRIVALS ONLY 
Just joining us today? Convene for 30 minutes with Vicki, your STI Concierge for 
this week. Receive your Welcome Aboard Packet, Name Tag & Lanyard and STI T-
Shirts.  Vicki will present the STI Weekly Program and answer your questions.   
 
President’s Appreciation Cocktail Party 
Tammy cordially invites you to be her guest at a complimentary open bar party 
with hors d’oeuvres on Wednesday, July 18 at 6:00 p.m.  Share your adventures 
and dreams for the future. Our party allows us to view the lovely sunset as it sets 
over the water. 
 
STI T-Shirts 
A hallmark of every Singles Travel International cruise is our STI T-Shirt party. We 
have designed a special T for this cruise and invite you to wear yours for a group 
pic.  Vicki will give us a heads up about the time and place once onboard.  
 
Bring a Joke 
Telling a joke isn’t easy for everyone. Before you go, search and find something 
relevant, then whenever the moment strikes you, make your fellow cruisers 
laugh!  
 
Share Your Gifts 
Many of us have talents which others may find interesting. Sharing your passions 
and your talents is one of the best ways to get to know one another on vacation.  
Let Vicki know if you’d like to share your talent with the group or participate on 
the cruise “Talent Show”. Some examples are yoga, photography, teach dance 
lessons, play a game or a musical instrument. Whether you plan to share your 
special skill or just want to learn something new, your participation makes it more 
fun for everyone. 
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Book Onboard for our Next Cruises with STI & Star Clippers! 
Meet Vicki and Tammy on July 20 at 5:30 p.m. – Complimentary Glass of 
Champagne and 1 time only deals! 
 

• SSA Caribbean - March 2-9, 2019 
• SSA Croatia from Venice, Italy - September 28-October 5, 2019 
• SSA Caribbean - February 29, 2020 
• SSA Borneo, Singapore & Malaysia – May 16-26, 2020 
• SSA Greek Islands - Fall 2020.  

 
STI Group Theme Nights 
Your STI Concierge, Vicki, will host 3 fun-filled theme nights! Costumes aren’t 
required, but they make GREAT photos and FUN!   
 
Monday, July 16  - Robinson Crusoe Shipwrecked – Like Robinson Crusoe (the 
Harry Potter of the 1719), imagine your appearance if you were shipwrecked on a 
remote island for years. Let’s make this the best photo op ever!! 

Thursday, July 19 - Balinese Dress to Impress Night – Join the Star Clipper 
Captain and crew on Captain’s Night to wear the best duds (informal 
formal) we care to bring while adding a Balinese flair purchased in Bali 
before we sail away. 

 
Friday, July 20 - All White Sailor Night – We join the Star Clipper crew in 
ALL white from head to toe! I have often wondered how the crew keeps 
their uniforms so white all the time…let’s make our white shine and glow. 
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*GETTING THERE* 
 

Travel Day Emergency Contact 
If you need assistance during your travels, contact Singles Travel International 
(Monday-Friday, 9-5 EST) at 877-SOLO-TRIP (765-6874) and press 0 for the first 
available agent.  After hours, and on holidays and weekends, call Robin (630) 715-
4419. If you’re running late on arrival to Bali, text your Concierge: Vicki Parker at 
978-500-2918 or email her at vickiparkersti@gmail.com. 
 
What if? 
What happens if you get a flat tire on the way to the airport, an unwelcome bug 
decides to hit you with a nasty cold or if you throw your back out hoisting the 
sails? Last minute conflicts occur all too often with members. If an unexpected 
event causes a change of plans, you are able to recoup your investment if your 
vacation is protected. Please email Michelle at mmcmahon@singlestravelintl.com 
today to get a quote for a trip protection package. It’s more reasonable than you 
think!  
 
If you have purchased travel insurance, make sure you take a copy of your 
policy and emergency and contact phone numbers with you in case you need 
assistance.  

Passport 
A passport is required to travel and must be valid 6 months after departure 
(January 21, 2019). If you do not have one or need a new one, US travelers may 
contact the US State Department Passport Office in your area immediately or visit 
http://www.travel.state.gov/. If you are not a US citizen, check with your 
respective consulate or a visa agency to determine what personal identification is 
required. We recommend that you also make a copy of your passport and carry it 
with you on your trip packed in a separate location. 

Vaccinations/Inoculations 
Inoculations are not mandatory, however, STI recommends that you check with 
your own doctor to determine your risk factors before traveling to Indonesia. For 
the most part, our program visits the more highly traveled tourist areas and we 
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are not going to be visiting rural locations. Follow this link to learn more about 
recommended precautions by the CDC.  

Your STI President took the advice of her travel nurse and updated with Hep A/B, 
received a Typhoid inoculation and will be prepared with an antimalarial.  

Airport 
If we’ve made your flight arrangements, you received an e-ticket confirmation at 
the time of booking. We recommend that you print your boarding pass from the 
airline website 24 hours prior to departure. As a reminder that you are able to 
check-in and print your boarding pass 24 hours prior to your departure time.   
Please be aware of the airlines time restrictions for checking baggage.  
 
At the airport, you may change your original seat assignment, and this is the best 
time to do it for all flights continuing on the same day. Verify that the airline has a 
record of your frequent flier number on the reservation. Abide by the airline’s 
carry-on luggage restrictions, and note that all liquids, gels and aerosols must be 
in 3-ounce or smaller containers. Larger containers that are half-full or toothpaste 
tubes rolled up are not allowed. All items must be stored in a clear, 1 quart, zip 
lock bag. 
 
Baggage  
Major airlines frequently change their policy regarding checked baggage. We 
recommend that you visit your carrier’s website or call them directly for up-to-
date information about baggage allowance, weight restrictions and fees. Do NOT 
pack money, travel documents, jewelry or medicine in your checked baggage.  
Please hand carry these essential items! 
 

Delayed Luggage 
In the event that your checked luggage is delayed upon arrival, please make your 
claim with a representative from your arrival carrier, prior to leaving the baggage 
claim area. Complete the appropriate paperwork to allow them to trace your 
luggage, get a copy of the report and request a contact number. Once you have 
completed the claim, inform your STI Concierge, Vicki so she may advise the hotel 
and ship staff of the situation. The team at STI will work on the trace immediately.  
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Flight Schedule & Transfer Information 
We have reserved local transfers for members who requested and paid for the 
service in advance.  See the end of this document (pages 17-20) to review your 
personal details.  If your information needs to be updated or we are missing your 
flight for your paid transportation, please contact us immediately at 
service@singlestravelintl.com.  

Upon arrival at the Ngurah Rai International Airport (DPS) in Densapar, Bali, clear 
immigration, collect your baggage and exit the customs area.  Look for a driver 
with a Singles Travel International sign.  Your driver will transfer you via private 
car to the Nusa Dua Beach Resort Hotel & Spa.  “Salamat Datang” (welcome)! 
 

*EAT, PRAY, LOVE PACKAGE IN BALI* 
 
Hotel Information 
Nusa Dua Beach Resort & Spa 
Address: Kawasan BTDC Pariwisata Nusa Dua Lot. North 4 
Benoa, Kuta Selatan, Kabupaten Badung, Bali 80363 
Phone: +62 361 771210 
http://www.nusaduahotel.com/location-contact 
Check in: 3:00 p.m. 
(early arrivals are subject to extra night rate if a room is required)  
Check out: 12 noon 
 
Our Eat, Pray, Love itinerary will we provided on arrival, July 11 at our welcome 
Meet & Greet.  For the complete roomlist see pages 21-22. 
 
Click here to view the spa menu, then email (service@singlestravelintl.com) your 
specific request with name of spa service, date and time no later than June 28.   
Vicki will assist with confirming your arrangements once she is onsite, July 8. Spa 
requests are not guaranteed but Vicki will do everything possible to 
accommodate each member.  Free times in your 3 day schedule are as follows:  
 
July 11 – any time up to 4 p.m. (6:00 p.m. Welcome Happy Hour)  
July 12 – 7-10 p.m.   
July 13 – 5-10 p.m.  
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July 14 – 9 a.m. – 1 p.m. (departure to ship at 3 p.m.) 
 
Our 3 Night EAT, PRAY, LOVE Pre Cruise Package in Bali Inclusions:  
3 Nights’ Accommodations at the 5-Star, Luxury, Nusa Dua Beach Hotel & Spa 
• Company of other Single Travelers 
• Welcome Get-Together with optional dinner in Nusa Dua Beach on      

Thursday & Friday 
• 5 Meals: Full, Hot Daily Breakfast Daily (3), Volcano View Buffet Lunch (1)  

and Cooking Class with Lunch (1) 
• 2 Full Day Tours with Lunch: Ubud Tampaksiring Volcano on July 12  

& Balinese Culinary Experience and A Day with Balinese on July 13 
• All Transportation on Tour Thursday & Friday by Air Conditioned Vehicle 
• Transfer to the Star Clipper on Saturday 
• English Speaking Guide Assistance Throughout the Program 
• Entrance Fees, Donation and Retribution, Parking Fee as Per Itinerary 
• Mineral Water, Chilled Tissue Throughout the Program 
• Baggage Handling 
• Hotel Taxes 
• Personal Services of our STI Concierge, Vicki  

 

*OUR CRUISE* 
 SVP Star Clipper 

 
Check-in and Documents 
The Star Clipper is located near the port of Benoa, Indonesia. See your cruise 
documents for the address. We’ll check in pier side, then tender from the pier to 
the vessel, anchored offshore.    
 
Boarding & Star Clipper’s Welcome Party begin at 4:00 p.m. on Saturday 
afternoon and our STI Concierge, Vicki will accompany the group transfer from 
the Nua Dusa Beach Resort & Spa to the port.  
 
All members are requested to be aboard no later than 5 p.m.   
Please provide the required documents below and PRESENT UPON BOARDING: 

• Cruise ticket 
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• Valid Passport 
• Visas (where necessary, not required for US Travelers) 

 
Prior to sailing, to expedite your boarding process, we recommend that STI 
members complete the required forms below: (sent to you via separate email 
with cruise ticket) 
 

• Public Health Questionnaire 
• Sports Risk Waiver 
 

Our members arriving to the port separately will have time to fill out their forms 
at the pier.   
 
Onboard Purchases 
Once aboard the Star Clipper, each passenger will receive a personalized 
identification card that will be used to charge services and products provided 
onboard the ship.  The identification cards must be presented each time a 
passenger boards the ship.  Passengers are advised to carry their identification 
cards with them at all times. Members who purchased our Eat, Pray, Love 
Package earned a $100 Onboard Credit! 

 

*OUR BLISSFUL WEEK* 
 

Life aboard the SVP Star Clipper is blissfully relaxed, much like traveling on a 
private yacht.  You’ll never feel confined so just relax, laze about and leave the 
sailing to the Star Clipper’s professional crew.  But if you wish to learn the ropes, 
the crew is more than happy to have you help hoist the sails, take a turn at the 
wheel and even enjoy classes on knot tying, the stars or navigation.  Programs 
may vary on site and is at the discretion of the crew. Please note that some 
activities incur an additional fee. 
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Sailing Is A Lifestyle 
While sailing aboard the Star Clipper, you will notice a more relaxed environment 
without sacrificing service.  Part of the adventure of a “working” vessel is that 
change is a given.  Depending on weather and other daily circumstances, the crew 
may be obliged to make changes to the program.  The change may be to maintain 
a safe environment or improve the experience. For updates to the daily program, 
please consult the white board on deck near the Tropical Bar for last minute 
changes and listen to announcements.  Please maintain a flexible attitude 
throughout your cruise.   
 
STI Weekly Program 
Our STI Weekly Program which includes all the fun activities that we have planned 
during your week of sailing and while in Bali will be provided once you arrive at 
the Nusa Dua Resort & Spa. Please note that all times/locations are subject to 
change based on the ship’s schedule.  
 
Changes are inevitable and allow us to capture and take advantage of new 
additions to Star Clipper’s agenda. Daily updates, if applicable, will be given each 
morning at Breakfast Club and at our Hospitality Desk/Board, location TBA by 
Vicki once onboard. If you have any questions during your trip, text Vicki while in 
port (Vicki: 978-500-2918). 
 
Presidential Passport to the New You! 
What will you do with yourself onboard?  As little or as much as you wish. This is 
your home away from home for the week, so you may sunbathe, read, socialize, 
party, dance, participate in group games, steer the ship, enjoy sailing related 
classes, sleep on deck under the stars, exercise, participate in water/beach 
aerobics, board games in the library, or sign up for specialized sessions of celestial 
navigation,  knot tying, mast climb, engine tour, fashion show, sing along, piano 
concert, talent show, photo safari or just sit and take in the beauty of the ship, 
listen to the wind in the rigging and the waves lapping against the hull. Whew!  
 
Carry your passport to check off your accomplishment this week.   
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Are Water Sports Included? 
Yes! A complimentary Watersports program includes Water-Skiing, Windsurfing, 
Paddle Boarding, Sunfish Sailing, Snorkeling and Scuba Diving. (Scuba available at 
your own expense, must bring your diving certification.) Note: the practice of any 
watersport is subject to weather conditions & the regulations of water sports in 
the countries we visit; therefore, the cruise director will announce which activities 
are available everyday upon arrival at a new destination. 
 
Scuba Diving  
Indonesia is a scuba diver’s dream destination with a diversity unknown in the 
Western hemisphere and warm waters. It is recommended that members who 
have booked a cruise on Star Clipper and want to take part in diving, and they are 
certified divers, they should have respective documents with them showing they 
are certified divers. This will ensure lower price of the service. 
 
Refer to the following pricing (subject to change) for the diving: 
Diving - certified divers, single dive EUR 55 per dive per person 
Diving - certified divers, 5 dives or more,  EUR 45 per dive per person 
Diving – non-certified divers, intro EUR 75 per person 
Diving – non-certified divers, after-intro EUR 55 per person 
 

• Star Clippers has 15 complete dive sets onboard, meaning all necessary 
equipment for a dive is available. The above prices include usage of dive 
equipment available onboard. 

• 45 minutes is the maximum dive time, but could be shorter depending how 
the diver is breathing, etc. 

• Passengers cannot dive on their own and just use our equipment, even if 
they are certified. The dive instructor needs to be with our passengers. 
 

The exact dive areas and offered dives of course depend on local conditions at 
time of sailing, will be determined during the cruise and dives cannot be 
guaranteed. Information, times and accommodations are subject to change. 
 
How will we spend our time ashore? 
Days are spent exploring the ports of call and lesser inhabited islands. Excursions 
and activities vary from port to port such as: hiking, snorkeling, scuba diving, 
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island tours, sunbathing on pristine beaches and so much more. Many landings 
will be wet so it is important to bring appropriate shoes such as Tevas or Keane to 
protect your feet from sharp coral.   
 
Shore Excursions & Beach Day Pass July 21 
Most activities this week are included in your cruise cost.  If any opportunities are 
added, the cruise staff will make available to us once onboard. We are pleased to 
offer an exclusive Day Pass & Transfer for members who have a late flight (after 8 
p.m.) on July 21. If you wish to participate, the cost is $59 per person (if you have 
already purchased a return transfer with STI, otherwise $89).  Deadline to sign up 
is Thursday, June 28. Email us at service@singlestravelintl.com if interested and 
your flight qualifies.   
 
 

* GENERAL INFORMATION * 
Weather  
This month is the peak of the “dry season” in Bali and the Nusa Tenggara islands 
(Lombok, Komodo and the Gilis) and temperatures are in the 80s. July is a great 
time to enjoy the beaches and go swimming, as the average sea temperature this 
month is 27°C (81°F). 
  
Packing Tips 
This week is super relaxed, no formalities! Bring summer attire and a light jacket 
or sweatshirt for night breezes when star gazing. If you plan on hiking don't forget 
a pair of sneakers or hiking boots, otherwise, bare feet and sandals are all you’ll 
need except when landing or surf walking where Tevas are recommended. The 
sun is strong, so make sure you use a stronger sunscreen than you’d use at home. 
We are only 10 degrees south of the Equator.  
 
Remember to pack for our fun theme nights. We recommend that you get 
something relevant for Balinese night once you arrive.  
 
Money/Exchange 
The currency in Bali is the Rupiah. As of publication, a U.S. dollar is worth just over 
10,000 rupiahs. 
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Rupiahs are available at banks and currency exchange centers in the United States 
(higher rates of exchange) and upon arrival in Bali. We recommend that  you bring 
cash (USD, Euros, Canadian) with you, exchange a small amount at the airport to 
pay for your taxi and to get you started. You’ll then be able to source a reliable 
money changer close to your accommodation. 

Credit cards are accepted at most high-end hotels, restaurants, stores and 
nightclubs, with Visa and MasterCard being the most commonly accepted cards. 
For more info on currency in Bali click here.  

Aboard the Star Clipper, you’ll set up an on-board account with a credit card to 
charge onboard purchases such as bar tab, sloop shop and spa treatments to your 
cabin.  Use your $100 credit for any of these services. The currency onboard the 
Star Clipper is the Euro. 

Prepare by verifying with your credit card company whether or not they have an 
international conversion fee. Some allow charges with no fee, others charge up to 
3% per transaction. Credit Cards: The following credit cards are accepted: Visa, 
MasterCard and American Express. Personal checks and Discover are not 
accepted onboard. All onboard charges are in euros. 

Electricity 
Each cabin is equipped with 110V/60HZ flat plug aboard Star Clipper. A hairdryer 
is available in every bathroom and on the dressing table. We recommend that you 
bring a power strip to charge multiple devices as the cabin may be limited to one 
outlet.  
 
Internet Connection and Staying in Touch 
The Star Clipper has satellite internet connection while at sea and cards 
(packages) are purchased at the purser’s desk. The purser advises that service is 
very slow and to use at your own risk.  We recommend that members purchase a 
package for data/text before departing and also avail of internet café’s in port, 
where available.   
 
You may be able to use your own phone plan if you add an international calling 
package before you depart, generally .99-1.99 per minute (check before 
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departure). Data packages are also a great idea to add to your plan if you wish to 
stay connected on social media.  

There are direct dial phones in each cabin aboard the SVP Star Clipper, but 
charges are generally $10 or more per minute. Internet cafes are available in 
some ports, not all. 

Service & Appreciation  
Through our many years of creating outstanding vacation experiences for singles, 
we have learned that the best way to promote the highest standards of service in 
our concierge team is to compensate them exclusively through the gratuities of 
satisfied customers like you.  This provides a very powerful incentive for our 
concierge team to become personally involved with every aspect of your vacation 
experience and be available 24/7 for any special needs or emergencies. 
 
The minimum, suggested compensation for Vicki is $15.00 per day, per member.  
If your Concierge Vicki, exceeds your expectations and takes your vacation to the 
next level, please feel free to compensate her accordingly.  By rewarding her 
stellar performance, you will retain the best travel concierge team in the world 
for all your future vacations with STI!     
 
Making sure that your vacation experience is just right takes a team effort and we 
must know your desires from the very start of your vacation. We are able to 
accommodate just about anything while you are on site but have little 
opportunity after the fact.  We also encourage you to fill out the “How to Make 
My Vacation a 10!” form at the welcome meeting.  Speak up early if you are not 
satisfied in any way.   
 
Included in Our Cruise Package  
In addition to your accommodations, all meals, port charges, government fees 
and fuel surcharges; STI has designed a complete week of fun filled activities for 
our members, $100 Onboard Credit for members who purchased our Eat Pray 
Love Package, a President’s Appreciation Party with Complimentary Open Bar & 
Hors d'oeuvres on Wednesday, July 18 as well as a Complimentary Glass of Wine 
with Dinner Every Night! A complete water sports program with snorkel and dive 
equipment on a first come, first served basis is also included.  
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Not Included in Our Cruise Package 
Our cruise does not include airfare, transfers, extra hotel nights before and after 
the cruise and shore excursions. You are responsible for alcoholic beverages 
(except when included in STI events), meals not indicated in itinerary, incidentals 
such as laundry ($1.50-$4.50 per item) and phone calls, gratuities to STI 
Concierge, Vicki ($15 per day) and Star Clipper crew members.  

We urge you to verify baggage restrictions with all your air carriers in advance. 
We remind you again and again, to pack as lightly as possible, mixing and 
matching colors. The attire for this cruise is casual. 

Play Nice 
For the benefit of everyone on our cruise vacation, Singles Travel International 
reserves the right to accept or reject any vacation participant and to remove any 
participant whose conduct is deemed incompatible with the interests of the other 
participants. Singles Travel International will not refund or cover any cost or 
expenses incurred for termination of vacation arrangements due to unacceptable 
behavior such as Verbally Abusive or Offensive Language, Inappropriate or 
Abusive Behavior, Uninvited Physical Contact, Solicitation, Harassment, 
Vandalism, Theft, Violence, Unsafe Behavior, Discourteous or Disruptive Behavior, 
Consuming Alcohol to Excess (thus impairing one’s judgment and reducing one’s 
ability to recognize and avoid potentially dangerous situations), Carrying 
Weapons, Explosives or Other Dangerous and Prohibited Items. 
 
Our members and other guests aboard a cruise ship, on tour or in the general 
public arena do come from different and diverse backgrounds. It is important that 
everyone have a common understanding of the behavioral standards in place at 
their destination.  Singles Travel International is obligated to obey the Guest 
Conduct Policy of each cruise line or tour company on which our members 
participate on vacation.  It is our responsibility to report every incident of concern 
to protect the safety and well-being of all members of our group. Singles Travel 
International is not responsible in any way for the outcome resulting in the cruise 
line or tour company decision to alter or terminate the vacation of one of our 
members.  Singles Travel International will not refund or cover any cost or 
expenses incurred for termination of vacation arrangements as a result of that 
decision.  
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 Survey | $25 credit as our way of saying “Thanks!”  
Upon return from your vacation you will receive a brief electronic survey via email. 
Our continued growth and success depends upon how well we serve you.  Please 
take the time complete this survey to give us your comments, as well as any 
constructive criticism.  Please answer each item independently without letting a 
particularly good or bad experience in one area affect your ratings in another 
area. Try to be as specific as possible. This survey is confidential and reviewed by 
our entire team. Thanks in advance for helping us maintain our status as the #1 
singles travel company!  
 
Keep in Touch 
Visit our Community Page and search for your group, Singles Sailing Adventure -
Bali, Lombok & Komodo National Park – Jul 2018, under Booked Trips. The profiles 
for your entire group will display. Click each profile to make “friends” and send a 
message.  
 

** Share pictures throughout your tour and afterward by adding #STISINGLES to 
each Facebook post and to your personal Facebook album. ** 

 
We’re looking forward to making this your most memorable vacation.  Of course, 
if you have any questions before you go, e-mail us at  
service@singlestravelintl.com or please call us at (877) SOLO-TRIP (765-6874). 
 
Bon Voyage! 
 
The Crew at Singles Travel International 
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FLIGHT SCHEDULES 
Note that flights on arrival are listed in chronological order by arrival date and 
time. Departures are in chronological order by departure date, then time. 
Members highlighted in blue have purchased a transfer.  
 
Arrivals: 

Name Airline 
City Pair 
Arrivals 

Departure 
Date 

Departure 
Time 

Arrival 
Date 

Arrival 
Time 

Micale/Elizabeth SQ 946 HKG/DPS 7-Jul 425P 7-Jul 705P 
Parker/Victoria  Garuda 843 Sing/DPS 8-Jul 1150A 8-Jul 240P 
Tymchenko/Tania QR 962 DOH/DPS 8-Jul 230A 8-Jul 530P 
Andrade/Kristin DL7872 ICN/DPS 8-Jul 605P 9-Jul 1210A 
Caldwell/Margaret  DL7872 ICN/DPS 8-Jul 605P 9-Jul 1210A 

Andrade/Kristen 

Pick up at 
Airport - 
Overnite stay 
at Airport 
Hotel        9-Jul 9A 

Caldwell/Margaret 

Pick up at 
Airport - 
Overnite stay 
at Airport 
Hotel        9-Jul 9A 

Simko/Julie AA8915  HKG/DPS 9-Jul 1010A 9-Jul 300P 
Warner/Jolene Jetstar 117 SIN/DPS 10-Jul 500A 10-Jul 740A 
Schiff/Rebecca CI 771 TPE/DPS 10-Jul 915A 10-Jul 240P 
Picher/Kristina CX785 HKG/DPS 10-Jul 1010A 10-Jul 300P 
Brown/Kim KE 629 ICN/DPS 10-Jul 605P 11-Jul 1210A 
Heitke/Nicole DL7872 ICN/DPS 10-Jul 605P 11-Jul 1210A 
Josephs/David KE 629 ICN/DPS 10-Jul 605P 11-Jul 1210A 
Moskal/Ronald MU 5029 PVG/DPS 10-Jul 610P 11-Jul 1230A 
Charon/Sergio GA 859 PVG/DPS 11-Jul 1A 11-Jul 720A 
Weiler/Tammy GA 859 PVG/DPS 11-Jul 1A 11-Jul 720A 
Hill/Kathryn  SQ942 SING/DPS 11-Jul 915A 11-Jul 1115A 
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Darrish/ James CA 07 LAX/DPS 10-Jul 12:45A 11-Jul 1240P 
Beauchamps/Elizabeth EK 360 DXB/DPS 11-Jul 125A 11-Jul 235P 
Dunigan/Kathy EK 360 DXB/DPS 11-Jul 125A 11-Jul 235P 
Gatto/Michael  EK 360 DXB/DPS 11-Jul 125A 11-Jul 235P 
Hoffman/Laura CI 771 TPE/DPS 11-Jul 915A 11-Jul 240P 
Dalton/Debra VA 43 BNE/DPS 11-Jul 1010A 11-Jul 245P 
Wyatt/Lisa CX 785 HKG/DPS 11-Jul 1010A 11-Jul 3P 
Miller/Janet AA8915 HKG/DPS 11-Jul 1010A 11-Jul 3P 
Webber/Mary AA 8915 HKG/DPS 11-Jul 1010A 11-Jul 3P 
Mongillo/MaryAnn CX785 HKG/DPS 11-Jul 1010A 11-Jul 3P 
Deflumeri/Lisa CX785 HKG/DPS 11-Jul 1010A 11-Jul 3P 
Ledbetter/John AA8915 HKG/DPS 11-Jul 1010A 11-Jul 3P 
Baba/Stephanie BR255 TPE /DPS 11-Jul 1000A 11-Jul 315P 
Kampfe-
Leacher/Renee BR255 TPE/DPS 11-Jul 1000A 11-Jul 315P 
Rolow/Ann HX707 HKG/DPS 11-Jul 1205P 11-Jul 520P 
Traficanti/Janice GA 857 HKG/DPS 11-Jul 345P 11-Jul 845P 
Jamieson/Linda GA 857 HKG/DPS 11-Jul 345P 11-Jul 845P 
Cashman/Steve GA857 HKG/DPS 11-Jul 3:35P 11-Jul 845P 
McCann/Melinda DL7872 ICN/DPS 12-Jul 605P 12-Jul 1210A 
Crowthers/William  GA0871 Seoul/DPS 13-July 1125A 13-Jul 610P 
Yates/Emily DL7872 Seoul/DPS 13-Jul 605P 14-Jul 1210A 
Roberts /Rebecca DL7872 Seoul/DPS 13-July 605P 14-Jul 1210A 
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Departures: 

Name Airline 
City Pair 
Arrivals 

Departure 
Date 

Departure 
Time 

Arrival 
Date 

Arrival 
Time 

Josephs/David SQ943 DPS/Sing 21-Jul 105P 21-Jul 345P 
Schiff/Rebecca CI 772 DPS/TPE 21-Jul 340p 21-Jul 905P 
Hoffman/Laura CI 772 DPS/TPE 21-Jul 340p 21-Jul 905P 
Deflumeri/Lisa CX 784 DPS/HKG 21-Jul 405P 21-Jul 905P 
Ledbetter/John AA8914 DPS/HKG 21-Jul 405P 21-Jul 905P 
Miller/Janet AA8914 DPS/HKG 21-Jul 405P 21-Jul 905P 
Mongillo/MaryAnn CX 784 DPS/HKG 21-Jul 405P 21-Jul 905P 
Picher/Kristina CX 784 DPS/HKG 21-Jul 405P 21-Jul 905P 
Simko/Julie AI 784 DPS/HKG 21-Jul 405P 21-Jul 905P 
Webber/Jeanine AA 8914 DPS/HKG 21-Jul 405P 21-Jul 905P 
Wyatt/LIsa CX 784 DPS/HKG 21-Jul 405P 21-Jul 905P 
Baba/Stephanie  BR256 DPS/TPE 21-Jul 415P 21-Jul 945P 
Dalton/Debra BR 256 DPS/TPE 21-Jul 415P 21-Jul 945P 
Kampfe-
Leacher/Renee BR256 DPS/TPE 21-Jul 415P 21-Jul 945P 
Beauchamp/Elizabeth EK 361 DPS/DXB 21-Jul 430P 21-Jul 930P 
Cashman/Steve EK361 DPS/DXB 21-Jul 430P 21 Jul 930P 
Dunigan/Kathy EK 361 DPS/DXB 21-Jul 430P 21-Jul 930P 
Gatto/Michael EK361 DPS/DXB 21-Jul 430P 21 Jul 930P 

Tymchenko/Tania 
BA 6363 

(QR) DPS/DOH 21-Jul 645P 21-Jul 1130P 
Hill/Kathryn SQ 947 DPS/SIN 21-Jul 800P 21-Jul 1040P 
Rolow/Ann SQ 949 DPS/SING 21-Jul 955P 22-Jul 1225A 
Warner/Jolene QF 44 DPS/SYD 21-Jul 1015P 22-Jul 615P 
Charon/Sergio GA 892 DPS/PEK 21-Jul 1155P 21-Jul 655A 
Weiler/Tammy GA 892 DPS/PEK 21-Jul 1155P 21-Jul 655A 
Parker/Victoria EK 399 DPS/DXB 22-Jul 1205A 22-Jul 500A 
Brown/Kim GA 880 DPS/NRT 22-Jul 1245A 22-Jul 850A 
Heitke/Nicole GA 880 DPS/NRT 22-Jul 1245A 22-Jul 850A 
Roberts/Rebecca DL7873 DPS/ICN 22-Jul 120A 22-Jul 925A 
Andrade/Kristen DL 7873 DPS/ICN 22-Jul 120A 22-Jul 925A 
Caldwell/Margaret  DL 7873 DPS/ICN 22-Jul 120A 22-Jul 925A 
McCann/Melinda DL 7873 DPS/ICN 22-Jul 120A 22-Jul 925A 
Yates/Emily  DL7873 DPS/ICN 22-Jul 120A 22-Jul 925A 
Moskal/Ronald MU 5030 DPS/PVG 22-Jul 130A 22-Jul 740A 
Jamieson/Linda GA 856 DPS/HKG 22-Jul 940A 22-Jul 245P 
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Traficanti/Janice GA 856 DPS/HKG 22-Jul 940A 22-Jul 245P 
Darrish/James CA 772 DPS/LAX 24-Jul 3:40P 24-Jul 9:20P 
Micale/Elizabeth BR 256 DPS/TPE 28-Jul 415P 28-Jul 945P 
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Eat Pray Love Roomlist 
 
 
Tymchenko/Tanya 1.00   07/08/18 07/09/18 Nusa Dua Resort 

1 Passengers 1 Rooms 
      
Moskal/Ronald 1.00   07/09/18 07/10/18 Fairmont Peace 

Hotel 
1 Passengers 1 Rooms 

      
Andrade/Kristen 1.00   07/09/18 07/11/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Caldwell/Margaret+ 0.50 Tanya 

Tymchenko 
07/09/18 07/11/18 Nusa Dua Resort 

3 Passengers 2 Rooms 
      
Moskal/Ronald 1.00   07/10/18 07/11/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Picher/Kristina 1.00   07/10/18 07/11/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Schiff/Rebecca 1.00   07/10/18 07/11/18 Nusa Dua Resort 

2 Passengers 2 Rooms 
 

Andrade/Kristen 0.50 Laura 
Hoffman 

07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 

Baba/Stephanie 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Bali Nusa Dua 
Hotel* 

Beauchamp/Elizabeth 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Brown/Kim 0.50 Nicole Heitke 07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Cashman/Stephen 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Caldwell/Margaret 0.50 Tanya 

Tymchenko 
07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 

Charon/Sergio 0.50 Tammy 
Weiler 

07/11/18 07/14/18 Bali Nusa Dua 
Hotel* 

Dalton/Debra 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Darrish/James 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Deflumeri/Lisa 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Dunigan/Kathleen 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Gatto/Michael 0.50   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
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Hill/Kathryn L 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Jamieson/Linda 0.50 Janice 

Traficanti 
07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 

Josephs/David 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Kampfe 
Leacher/Renee 

1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 

Ledbetter/Johnny 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Mc Cann/Melinda 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Miller/Janet 0.50 Kristina 

Picher 
07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 

Mongillo/Mary Ann 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Moskal/Ronald 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Parker/Victoria 0.50   07/11/18 07/14/18 Bali Nusa Dua 

Hotel* 
Rolow/Ann 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Schiff/Rebecca 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Simko/Julie 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Wyatt/Lisa 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Warner/Jolene 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 
Webber/Mary 1.00   07/11/18 07/14/18 Nusa Dua Resort 

 
 


